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A questionnaire survey was conducted to assess the relevance of
subjects discussed in texts on production and operations management.
The questionnaire was distributed to members of the Advisory Council of
our College and Vice Presidents of manufacturing of Fortune 500 industrial
firms in Illinois. Seventy persons responded to the questionnaire.
This report lists the frequency distribution of ratings of each subject
given by the respondents and the weighted average of these ratings.

EXPLANATION OF THE REPORT
The MBA program at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign,
currently includes twelve courses as the core requirements for all
students. Of these requirements, B.A. 467 (Production and Operations
Management) is the only course dealing with subjects related to indus-
trial operations. Since all MBA students are asked to take the course
regardless of their future career interests, its main objective might
appropriately be to provide students with a general background in indus-
trial operations management rather than to train them to become experts
on production management techniques.
In the Spring of 1980, a questionnaire survey was conducted to
learn the thoughts of experienced professionals in industry on what
mathematical-type fields should an MBA program include and what speci-
fic topics should a course on production and operations management like
B.A. 467 encompass. The questionnaire was distributed to members of
the Advisory Council of our College whose firms were directly or in-
directly related to industrial operations and Illinois firms that
were listed amoung the Fortune 500 industrial organizations. Some 70
firms responded to the questionnaire.
From the data collected in the survey, we have computed the fre-
quency distribution of usefulness ratings of each topic given by the
respondents and the weighted average of these ratings. The computed
results are listed in two parts:
Part 1. Evaluation of subject areas (page 1): This part, lists
the result of the respondents' evaluation regarding whether expertise
on mathematically oriented subjects is necessary for MBA students.
Part 2. Evaluation of individual topics (page 2-11): This part
lists the result of the survey on topics related to production and
operations management. Interrelated topics are grouped together. In
each group, the first topic represents the general discussion or over-
view of the topical area and the rest represents specific topics be-
longing to the topical area.

Part 1. Usefulness Ratings Given to




















.. Knowledge on Production.











































. Ability to Use Management

























































. Knowledge on Use of












Part 2. Usefulness Ratings Given to Topics



























































010. Overview of the t3rpes of
Industrial Organization
Oil. The Detailed Organizational
Structure of a Typical
Industrial Firm
012. The Detailed Organizational
Structure of a Typical
Plant




12 25 21 11 1 70
17.1% 35.8% 30.0% 15.7% 1.4% 100%














020. Overview of Product




























































































032. Evaluation of Alternative
Capital Investment Projects 1.8
033. Ranking Capital Invest-
ment Projects 2.1
034. Buy or Lease Analysis for
Acquiring Production 2.6
Machines
035. Make or Buy Analysis of

























































036. Make or Buy Analysis of



























041. Legal, Social, Economic,
and Labor Considerations 2.8
of Plant Location
042. Plant Location in Relation
to Markets or Sources of 2.9
Raw Materials
043. Centralization and Decen-
tralization of Production 2.8
Operations
044. Logistic Analysis of
Plant Location 3.0
9 19 24 12 4 68
13.2% 27.9% 35.4% 17.6% 5.9% 100%
4 22 25 11 6 68

























































































































































































070. Overview of Types of Plant



























072. Management Science Tech-














073. Work Place Design
3.3
4 11 18 26 7 66








Essent'l Useful Useful Useful Useful Total
1 2 3 4 5
080. Overview of Product
Quality Control 2.3
081. Inspection Function in
Production Organization 2.8
082. Economics of Quality
Assurance 2.5
083. Statistical Quality


















































090. Overview of Aggregate
Production Planning

































094. Judgmental Approaches for





1 16 28 17 4 66
























































































102. Management Science Applied













103. Batch Scheduling by the

















































































112. Economic Order Quantity













113. Economic Order Quantity



























115. Commercial Computer Pro-
grams for Inventory

















































































123. Computer Programs for MRP
3.1
6 8 33 14 5 66
9.1% 12.1% 50.0% 21.2% 7.6% 100%










































































































































































140. Overview of Analysis of
Complex Systems




143. Use of Commercial Simula-
tion Packages such as
Industrial Dynamics
150. Overview of Job Design






















































































































































































































































































































































































































193. Graphical Approaches such



























































200. Overview of Production
Information Systems






































































210. Overview of Functions
Supporting Production
211. Purchasing Organization
and Function
212. Warehouse Management
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